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The Soft Science of Road Racing MotorcyclesAcrobat Books, 1986

	If your intention is to improve, not just pick up some "tricks," you
	should understand exactly what is going on with the most mportant part
	of the riding package, the rider. After all. whether your bike works well
	or not is measured in ten/thousandths of inches and millimeters, that's
	how far machine technology has...
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Writing Excel Macros: Automating Excel to Work for YouO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Microsoft Excel is an enormously powerful and flexible application. Yet despite its powerful feature set, there is a great deal that Excel either does not allow you to do or does not allow you to do easily through its user interface. And in spite of Excel's reputation as the most widely used spreadsheet application, the majority...
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Calculus Workbook For Dummies (Dummies Series)For Dummies, 2005
From differentiation to integration — solve problems with ease
    Got a grasp on the terms and concepts you need to know, but get lost halfway through a problem or, worse yet, not know where to begin? Have no fear! This hands-on guide focuses on helping you solve the many types of calculus problems you encounter in a...
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English Grammar Workbook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Get some good grammar practice — and start speaking and writing well!

 

Good grammar is important, whether you want to advance your career, boost your GPA, or increase your SAT or ACT score. Practice is the key to improving your grammar skills, and that's what this workbook is all about. Open it and...
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Algebra Essentials Practice Workbook with Answers: Linear & Quadratic Equations, Cross Multiplying, and Systems of Equations: Improve Your Math Fluency SeriesCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	UPDATED EDITION: The new edition includes these updates:

		
			The updated edition numbers the questions and answers. This helps to easily find the correct answers in the back of the book.
	
			100% of the answers to the updated edition have been independently verified both by computer and...
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Excel Timesaving Techniques For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2004
Covering formulas, charts, data lists, macros, and versions 2000, 2002, and 2003, this book offers more than seventy easy-to-follow techniques that show both new and experienced Excel users how to save time and avoid tedious or redundant tasks. Bestselling author Greg Harvey includes information on customizing Excel's menus and toolbars; modifying...
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tinyAVR Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	CREATE FIENDISHLY FUN tinyAVR MICROCONTROLLER PROJECTS


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to conceptualize, build, and program 34 tinyAVR microcontroller devices that you can use for either entertainment or practical purposes. After covering the development process, tools, and power supply sources, tinyAVR...
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Wiley IFRS: Practical Implementation Guide and WorkbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Wiley IFRS Practical Implementation Guide and Workbook Second Edition
A one-stop resource for understanding and applying current International Financial Reporting Standards      

The year 2007 proved to be yet another historic year of watershed events for the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) firstly, due to the...
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Creating Mobile Apps with Sencha Touch 2Packt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic to intermediate knowledge of Sencha Touch, this tutorial will give you a deep insight into its full capabilities when creating mobile apps. Learn the language through building ten unique applications.


	Overview

	
		Learn the Sencha Touch programming language by building real, working...
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Excel 2007 Workbook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
From formulas to functions to the latest features — practice and plan Excel tasks with ease
Confused by Excel? Want to make the most of its capabilities? No worries — this hands-on workbook gets you up to speed in a step-by-step manner. From navigating the new user interface and creating your first spreadsheet to using formulas,...
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Microsoft Excel Functions and Formulas: Excel 97--Excel 2003 (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2006
Equipped with a variety of functions and easy to use, Microsoft Excel is the tool of choice when it comes to crunching numbers, building charts, and analyzing tables. But most users only scratch the surface of the program's functionality, especially the built-in formulas designed to make everyday operations and real-world tasks more efficient....
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Graph Theory: A Problem Oriented Approach (Mathematical Association of America Textbooks)The Mathematical Association of America, 2008

	Graph Theory presents a natural, reader-friendly way to learn some of the essential ideas of graph theory starting from first principles. The format is similar to the companion text, Combinatorics: A Problem Oriented Approach also by Daniel A. Marcus, in that it combines the features of a textbook with those of a problem...
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